geography deals with the environment defined by human behavior, with people central and integral to every problem. Its major focus has been upon the relations between a multi-dimensional environment and the multi-faceted process of human action, mediated through perception and cognition as active processes of learning about places, with the mind mediating between the environment and behavior in it.
Behavioral geography grew as a reaction to the absence of individual action in the models of spatial science that arose from the quantitative revolution in geography during the late 1950's early 1960's. Researchers became dissatisfied with the mechanistic and deterministic nature of quantitative models of human behavior that focused on economic and rational 'man'. Some of the early assumptions of spatial analysis, that individuals were both entirely rational and optimizers in their spatial actions were too simplistic.
Randomness was introduced to empirical studies, soon to be followed by a set of cognitive variables, that led to common ground with psychology. Behavioral geography seeks to understand the geographic world through the 'window' of an individual -the thoughts, knowledge, and decisions -aiming to provide an insight into human spatial processes by studying the processes themselves. In this manner, behavioral geography attempts to comprehend reasons for overt spatial behavior by incorporating behavioral variables, through understanding the ways in which human beings come to know the geographical world in which they live.
The environment in which spatial behavior takes place, the myriad of decision making processes that are undertaken each day, to travel, to work, to shop and so on is far too complex to be incorporated into a computational model, using individual normative rational beings. This would involve 'mapping' at a scale of almost one to one. As a result, aggregate models of spatial behavior were developed. Alternative models of aggregate behavior developed within behavioral geography, built upon the concepts of 'satisfier' man. Within behavioral geography there is interest in the environment beyond the physical, economic, social, political, legal, and this is expanded to include the cognitive, perceptual, ideological, philosophical, and sociological. The focus is at a more micro level, is process based, and generalizations are based on behavioral responses rather than arbitrary criteria, such as, location, demographics, and socio-economic indices.
Themes within behavioral geography
Research during the peak of behavioral geographies popularity advanced around several themes. Locational analysis was reshaped to incorporate the more grounded ideas of decision making, and the awareness that decisions were based not only upon economic and other quantifiable variables, but also values, cultural biases, and habit. The concerns and actions of the decision making actors in the geography of environmental hazards were clearly at odds with mathematical rational decision making. For example, people relocating to and investing large quantities of money in property in hurricane and storm 3 surge prone areas along the south eastern coastline of the United States. Here behavioral geography is critically used to study individuals' spatial actions, in choosing whether or not to evacuate, along with their perceptions of extreme weather events. Behavioral geography continued to expand into areas of environmental perception, the evaluation of the meaning of places, the study of mental and cognitive maps, environmental learning, spatial search behavior, wayfinding, and spatial reasoning.
Critiques of
In the late 1970s and early 1980s behavioral geography came under attack for retaining methodologies that appeared to be aligned and predicated upon positivist philosophies that shaped the quantitative revolution. Further criticisms were made about the intrusive nature of its methodology, interrupting the flow of natural human action. Further by utilizing semi-formal methods of evaluation the social context from which spatial behavior and actions originate were normalized or removed. With other theories gaining ground in human geography further questions were leveled against behavioral geography.
How could realities which are not directly observable be explored? How does the behavior of individuals' relate to the contextual forces of ideology and social structure?
In its search for the cognitive component in spatial behavior -how an individual acquires, codes, stores, recalls, and ultimately implements the information they have acquiredbehavioral geography has attracted criticisms from researchers concerned with social issues. Later behavioral geography was attacked for understanding the world rather than trying to change it. It was criticized for being passive to social problems of the geographic world. This dissatisfaction caused a split within behavioral geography into 4 two branches: the analytical that was concerned with incorporating behavioral information in spatial models; and the phenomenological branch that reject spatial models being concerned with a sense of place, values and morals.
Behavioral geography today
More recently behavioral geography is becoming more socially aware, focuses on the Place and space; Causes and nature of migration; Residential mobility and location decisions; Geography and special populations. Behavioral geography continues it search to clarify the decision making processes that imfluence our spatial behavior.
